
Form G
Commonwealth of Australia

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 - subsect

NOTIF'ICATION OF EXCLUSIVE I)
To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1)
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9)
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS

l. Applicant

(a) Name of person giving notice:
(Refe, to direction 2)

DaCosta Samaritan Fund Trust ABN 98863627282
In this notification DaCosta Samaritan Fund Trust is
Trust

Short description ofbusiness carried on by that
(Refer to direction 3)

A public benevolent institution providing financial
SA Public Hospitals

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that

PO Box 467
KENSINGTON PARK SA 5068

Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to
of which this notice relates:

Sleep Apnea Machines

Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

The trust purchases sleep apnea machines to benefit

Hospitals.

(b)

2.

(b)

e3 (r)
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4.

5.

The existing conduct

It is our understanding that the acquisition by the

machines generally occurs as a result of the followi

1. A person visits a sleep study centre and tests

determine whether a sleep apnea machine is requi

2. This person then visits a pharmacy in Mt
enquire about a sleep apnea machine. The

sleep apnea machines from Chemist King and

Pharmacy.

a1 This person will then trial a machine and if t
pensioner or holds a disability support pension

may be suggested by the pharmacy that the trust

assistance by purchasing this machine for them

they agree to make a contribution towards it.

This person will then visit health professi

Hospital system and a determination is made

submitted to the Trust to assist this patient with

A request is then lodged with the Trust. If this
trust sends a purchase order to the pharmacy

apnea machine. Any contribution that the patient

deducted from the purchase order by the

collects this contribution from the patient. There

Trust to approve this request. Each request is cons

6.

7.

The pharmacy then invoices the Trust for the

machine less any contribution paid to them by the

Following the installation of the sleep appnea

expected to visit the pharmacy on a regular basis

are carried out to check that it is being properly u

used it can be returned to the Trust, reconditi

another person requiring a sleep apneamachine.

The Proposed Conduct

It is proposed that the conduct continues as above ex

1. The Trust is able to obtain a competitive price

apnea machines from 1 pharmacy, instead of 2
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2. That the Trust selects I pharmacy from which
sleep apnea machines

a
J. That the Trust advises patients at the sleep

places such as the South East Regional Health
certain criteria the Trust may be able to assist

sleep apnea machine providing they attend a
obtain a machine

It could also be expected that people may visit
trust benefit is not available and be told that in
assistance from the Trust they need to go to the

On an ongoing basis purchasing sleep

pharmacy will assist in the follow up

redistribution of not used machines

Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be
notified conduct

Class or classes of persons to which the conduct
&efer to direction 5)

1 pharmacy will be affected because all sleep apnea

the trust can only be purchased at the other pharmacy

Consumers are unlikely to be affected. Both
Gambier and access is easily gained to each of
approx. 18 months ago only 1 pharmacy was providi
worked well for the patients of sleep apnea.

4.

5.

3.

(a)

(b) Number of those persons:

(D At present time:

(ii) Estimated within the next year:
(Refer to direction 6)

Last year approximately 25 sleep apnea machines

Trust from Gambier Citv ChemMart Pharmacv and

Gambier. At this stage we have not advised these

pharmacy that we would prefer to purchase sleep

The demand for sleep apnea machines is expected

the number of people with diabetes grows. It is di

but an increase of at least l\Yo pa in the Trusts purc
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4.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is
and addresses:

Di Kuhl
Chemist King
Shop 4
170-174 Jubilee Highway West
MOI]NT GAMBIER SA 5290

Jen McPherson
Gambier City ChemMart Pharmacies
PO Box 87
MOLINT GAMBIER SA 5290

Public benefit claims

(a) Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7)

The pricing proposal will reduce the amount that the

apnoa machines. And it will enable the Trust to i
other areas and to meet the expected growing

machines.

The trust provides financial assistance of up to
people in need. Sleep apnea machines represent 60lo

provided.

Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these cla

Refer above

Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in rvhich
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substi
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the
the relevant goods or services (for example geographi
(Refer to direction B)

The market and its effect has been described refer

(b)

5.

than 50, their names

pays for the sleep

rease its assistance in

for sleep apnea

,000 each year to

of the total assistance

goods or services
affected markets
available for the
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or legal restrictions):
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6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices
other affected markets :

(Refer to direction 9)

There are no known detriments that will occur

Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

None

7. Further information

(a) Name, postal address and contact telephone details o
to provide additional information in relation to this

James Clarke Hill
Secretray
DaCosta Samaritan Fund Trust
PO Box 467
KENSINGTON PARK SA 5068

Ph 0883329663
Fax0883329673

(b)

Dated:

S

(Full Name)

DaCosta Samaritan Fund Trust.
(Organisation)

Secretary
(Position in Organisation)
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DIRECTIONS

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all informati
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish
the information is to be shown on separate sheets,
signed by or on behalf of the applicant.

2. If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the
is to be inserted in item I (a), not the name of the person
the notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the

3. Describe thatpart of the business of the person giving the
the which the conduct is engaged in.

4. If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type refl
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been red
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the

Describe the business or consumers likelv to be affected bv

State an estimate of the highest number of persons with
the notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in
during the next year.

8.

9.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result
from the proposed conduct including quantification of
possible.

Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by
particular having regard to goods or services that may be
or service that is the subject matter of the notification.

Provide details of the detriments to the public which may
conduct including quantification of those detriments where

5.

6.

including supporting
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required information,
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gning the notice, and
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